Agenda

Board of Medical Licensure and Supervision

Regular Meeting
January 16, 2020

This meeting of the Board will be held at the office of the Board, 101 NE 51st Street, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma in accordance with the Administrative Procedures Act and Open Meeting Act of Oklahoma.

The Board may discuss, vote to approve, vote to disapprove, vote to table, change the sequence of any agenda item, or vote to strike or not discuss any agenda item.

*INDIVIDUAL PROCEEDINGS: Review and action on all agenda items noted for individual proceedings. In all agenda items noted for individual proceedings, a majority of a quorum of Board members, in a recorded vote, may call for closed deliberations for the purpose of engaging in formal deliberations leading to an intermediate or final decision in an individual proceeding under the legal authority of Oklahoma state statutes, to wit: Article II of the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act, 75 O.S. §309 and the Oklahoma Open Meeting Act, 25 O.S. §307(B)(8).

9:00 A.M.

__ Meeting called to order
__ Opening remarks – Lyle Kelsey, Executive Director
__ Board Advisor Comments – Robert C. Margo, JD
__ Review, discussion and possible action – Minutes of the November 7, 2019 Meeting
__ Review, discussion and possible action – Request of STEPHEN FEUERBORN, MD, to supervise additional mid-level practitioners
__ Review, discussion and possible action – Request of JUSTIN HUYNH, MD, to supervise additional mid-level practitioners
__ Review, discussion and possible action – Request of JON C. CALVERT, MD, to supervise additional mid-level practitioners
__ Review, discussion including limited public comment, and possible action – Proposed rule revisions to Okla. Admin. Code 435:25-1, 3, 5, 7, and 11 (Athletic Trainer)
__ Review and discussion – Presentation by Oklahoma Health Professionals Program, Inc.

I. NON-INDIVIDUAL PROCEEDINGS

A. INITIAL APPLICATIONS FOR LICENSURE

__ BRIAN DAVID BAXT – applicant, full medical licensure
II. INDIVIDUAL PROCEEDINGS

A. PROBATIONARY MATTERS

B. APPLICATIONS FOR LICENSURE

___ *CHAI S. CHOI, MD – applicant, reinstatement of full medical licensure

C. DISCIPLINARY MATTERS

___ *PETRINA NESBITT, RC – Motion to Enforce Board Order

___ *PEDRO MEJIA GARAGORRY, MD – Disciplinary hearing based on allegations of conduct likely to harm the public; being physically unable to practice medicine with reasonable skill and safety; behavior that demonstrates an incapacity to practice medicine; personal use of a controlled dangerous substance; and violating laws and regulation by ingesting methamphetamine.

___ *STEPHEN L. GREER, MD – Disciplinary hearing based on allegations of conviction of a felony or of any offense involving moral turpitude; dishonorable or immoral conduct which is likely to deceive, defraud, or harm the public; the commission of any act which is a violation of the criminal laws of any state when such act is connected with the physician's practice of medicine; engaging in physical conduct with a patient which is sexual in nature, or in any verbal behavior which is seductive or sexually demeaning to a patient; the conviction of a felony or any offense involving moral turpitude whether or not related to the practice of medicine and surgery; conduct likely to deceive, defraud, or harm the public; commission of any act of sexual abuse, misconduct, or exploitation related or unrelated to the licensee's practice of medicine and surgery; and abuse of physician's position of trust by coercion, manipulation or fraudulent representation in the doctor-patient relationship; engaging in predatory sexual behavior.

___ *JANET ROBBINS, OTA – Disciplinary hearing based on the allegation of failing to timely make application for license renewal.

___ *MICHAEL REED SIMMONS, MD – Disciplinary hearing based on allegations disciplinary action of another state or jurisdiction against a license to practice medicine and surgery based upon acts of conduct by the licensee similar to acts or conduct that
would constitute grounds for action; dishonorable or immoral conduct which is likely to deceive, defraud, or harm the public; practice or other behavior that demonstrates an incapacity or incompetence to practice medicine and surgery; commission of any act of sexual abuse, misconduct, or exploitation related or unrelated to the licensee’s practice of medicine and surgery; engaging in physical conduct with a patient which is sexual in nature, or in any verbal behavior which is seductive or sexually demeaning to a patient; improper management of medical records; failure to maintain an office record for each patient which accurately reflects the evaluation, treatment and medical necessity of treatment of the patient.

*LESLEY ANN WEBER SANDERSON, RC – Disciplinary hearing based on allegations of being found guilty of fraud or deceit in procuring or attempting to procure a license or renewal of a license; is guilty of dishonest or unethical conduct; is guilty of unprofessional conduct as defined by the rules established by the Board, or violating the code of ethics adopted and published by the Board; negligence while in practice as a respiratory care practitioner or violating the "Standards of Ethics and Professional Conduct" adopted by the Board; and violating any provision of the Respiratory Care Practitioner Act or the rules promulgated by the Board.

II. UNSCHEDULED ITEMS

Ratify licensure applications approved by the Secretary/circularization (Attachment #1 to agenda)

Ratify re-registration applications previously approved pursuant to 59 O.S. § 495a.1 (Attachment #2 to agenda)

Ratify/approve the following Committee recommendations:

- Respiratory Care Advisory Committee
- Therapeutic Recreation Committee
- Registered Electrologist Advisory Committee
- Music Therapy Committee
- Physical Therapy Advisory Committee (December 6, 2019)
- Physical Therapy Advisory Committee (January 10, 2020)

Review, discussion and possible action - Recommendation(s) of Board Secretary regarding re-registration applications pursuant to 59 O.S. § 495a.1 (Attachment #3 to agenda)

Review, discussion and possible action – Reappointment of Benjamin Harkess, DPM, to the Advisory Committee on Pedorthics with the term of reappointment set to expire on December 31, 2022
___ Review, discussion and possible action – Reappointment of Mark Fixley, MD, to the Respiratory Care Advisory Committee with the term of reappointment set to expire on January 1, 2024

___ Executive Director’s report to the Board

___ New Business – any matter not known about or which reasonably could not have been foreseen prior to the required time of posting

___ Adjournment

January 17, 2020: If needed to complete items on Agenda